Employment Puzzler

Employment interviewers recruit, interview, and evaluate job applicants to select persons meeting employer qualifications. If you are interested in a job as an Employment Interviewer, you should be able to solve the following dilemma.

You are helping six persons find new jobs. By comparing the employers' new hire requests to the applicants' resumes, you place everyone.

1. Brown and Hernandez both want technology jobs.
2. Fraser and Martin both want hospital jobs.
3. Grant and Hernandez are both interested in writing.
4. Martin and Long both wear a lab jacket.

The employers are looking for two IT workers (technical writer and programmer), two hospital workers (lab technician and collections agent), a travel writer, and a school nurse. Can you figure out which applicant is placed in which job?

Answer: Brown: programmer; Hernandez: technical writer; Fraser: collections agent; Martin: lab technician; Grant: travel writer; Long: school nurse.
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